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THANKS!

This is the last issue of the I.S.C. Veterinarian with which the members of the senior class will be actively concerned. Several of these men have worked for the publication for four years. Although the editor and business manager are responsible for the editorial and financial success of the publication, they can do nothing without the constant assistance and cooperation of the respective staffs. It is appropriate, therefore, that we gratefully acknowledge the work of our assistants.

Leland Allenstein has been responsible for securing material of timely and scientific interest by authorities in their respective fields. Robin Hacecky and Donald Crawford, as co-editors of Clinical Medicine, reported cases of exceptional interest occurring at the clinic. In this endeavor, they were aided by Thomas Flynn. Gus Lukas efficiently abstracted scientific articles from other veterinary journals. Herschel Chudomelka gathered news of our alumni. News of members of the Division of Veterinary Medicine was reported by Duane Albrecht.

Roger Feldman, as General News Editor, supplied many items of interest. The make-up of the magazine was under the direction of Robert Zenor. His suggestions and ideas contributed much to the appearance of the finished product.

We have been especially proud of the work done by the photographers, Richard Winegarden and John Bierschwal. Their skill in the art of photography has been very evident during the past year. A position which entailed a lot of eyestrain and too few thanks has been that of Spencer Hull, Chief Proofreader.

Contact with our advertisers was maintained by Keith Giese, until he resigned this position to become president of the Student Chapter of the A.V.M.A. Arthur Dobson as Circulation Manager, had the time consuming job of maintaining the subscription list and efficiently supervised the distribution and mailing.

The purse strings were in control of Tom Weatherly—"Honest Tom" as his classmates call him.

The list would not be complete without the addition of Dr. George Fowler, our faculty adviser. Always tactful and diplomatic with advice, but never hasty with criticism, his guidance has been greatly appreciated. Likewise, Dean H. D. Bergman’s assistance was always welcomed, including the aid of other faculty members.

The leadership of the I.S.C. Veterinarian will be in competent hands for the coming year. Alan Raun and Roland Bunge have outlined plans for interesting and informative material for your benefit. They deserve your support.
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